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New cancer epi. data vs meta-analyses

The most recent & reliable epidemiology data today is from the prospective Agricultural Health Study, Andreotti et al. (2018)

→ no clear association between glyphosate use and cancer, including non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma (NHL)

Meta-analyses which pool error prone studies, are not more informative than the current high quality AHS data

- **Andreotti (2018)** - new Agricultural Health Study (AHS) data update; large cohort study of US pesticide applicators 54,251 individuals; 44,932 glyphosate users
  - **HIGH quality**
  - No recall bias (prospective study)
  - All participants registered pesticide applicators (accurate reporting of pesticide use)
  - Sophisticated exposure metrics; ever/never/intensity-weighted lifetime days
  - Frequency of glyphosate use exceeds all other studies (median 48 day, IQR 20-166 days)
  - Analyses well described; controlled for many personal factors (smoking, never/former/current; alcohol 0, <6, >7/month), lagged exposures to address latency (5, 10, 15, or 20 years), BMI, co-exposures, etc.
  - Wide range of sensitivity and lagged analyses (up to 20+ years latency-induction)
  - Note: glyphosate registered for > 20 years prior to study start in 1990s

- **Meloni (2021)** - case-control, potential recall bias, 1,641 individuals, only 36 glyphosate users
  - **LOW quality**
  - Marked disparity in participation between cases (63%) and controls (62%), suggesting selection bias
  - Did not specify if interviewers were blinded to case or control status during in-hospital or in-residence interviews
  - Multivariate analysis only controlled for age, gender, education and study center... neglecting key confounding factors of other pesticides, other farming exposures, etc.

- **Meta-analyses**: include mostly low quality case-control studies with glyphosate
  - Averaging the results of questionable reliability as compared with the AHS
    - Reduce random error, but
    - Incorporate systemic error

- **Chang & Delzell (2016)**
  - Likely confounding and other biases colour the interpretation of meta RR
  - Does not include recent Andreotti (2018) AHS data

- **Leon (2019)**: combines three cohorts (older AHS data up to 2011, AGRICAN, CNAP)
  - AGRICAN and CNAP cohorts
    - Exposure based on crops farmed and equipment used
    - Extremely inaccurate compared to AHS (correlation with AHS ~ 0.1)
    - Widespread misclassification, can’t control for potential confounding effects (multiple pesticide exposures)... need to differentiate users from true non-users, calls every pesticide specific RR into question

- **Zhang (2019)**: positive NHL association depends on assumption of long latency period
  - Selectively chose results from case control and other studies

- **Pahwa (2019)**: pooled two old case-control studies with underlying biases
  - Did not find consistent evidence of a glyphosate/NHL association when considering confounding factors and excluding next-of-kin (surrogate) reporting
Epidemiology review/statistics publications

Detailed review (Crump, 2020) highlights shortcomings of specific case-control studies

Statistical review (Kabat et al., 2021) evaluates findings of Zhang (2019) meta-analysis

- Weisenburger (2021; paid expert for plaintiffs in glyphosate litigation): limited literature review
  - incorrectly assumes AHS low lifetime exposure

- **Crump (2020)**: assessed bias in case-control studies
  - case-control studies are contaminated by recall bias, the use of exposure information based on memories for both case and control individuals (or surrogates), and selection bias
  - provides evidence that
    - 4/5 case control studies find associations for the vast majority of pesticides, indicating a biased methodology
    - 4 case-control studies are not reliable in determining whether glyphosate or other pesticides are carcinogenic

- **Kabat et al. (2021)**: sensitivity analysis of Zhang et al. (2019) and meta-analysis
  - results of the AHS provide the most reliable and precise information regarding the risk of NHL following glyphosate exposure
  - combined analyses of the AHS and the case-control studies, rather than enhancing our understanding of the possible association between glyphosate and NHL, may primarily result in diminishing the impact of the very robust prospective AHS

  - white paper addressing dRAR public comments for stop the clock submission

NHL = non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma; AHS = Agricultural Health Study, Andreotti et al. (2018); dRAR = Glyphosate draft Renewal Assessment Report
Animal chronic/carcinogenicity data

Comprehensive carcinogenicity data set (8 rat, 6 mouse studies), no new animal carcinogenicity data since RAC 40

→ Global regulators consistent – weight of evidence clearly notes glyphosate presents no concerns for cancer

One new statistical paper by an expert witness supporting Roundup/glyphosate litigation against Bayer (Portier, 2020)

- No cancer mechanism/mode of action exists...
  - Lack of consistency across multiple chronic/carcinogenicity studies with the same species for tumor types, and lack of pre-neoplastic histopathology to support a cancer hypothesis
  - No tumorigenic dose-response, and no evidence of tumor progression

- Crump et al. (2020), Accounting for Multiple Comparisons in Statistical Analysis of the Extensive Bioassay Data on Glyphosate. *Toxicological Sciences* 175(2), 156-167
  - analysis provided new statistical evidence that isolated findings of positive trends were due to chance and were mirrored by a similar number of negative trends
  - found no strong or convincing evidence that glyphosate is an animal carcinogen

  - “Based on the weight-of-evidence evaluations, the agency has concluded that none of the tumors evaluated in individual rat and mouse carcinogenicity studies are treatment-related due to lack of pairwise statistical significance, lack of a monotonic dose response, absence of preneoplastic or related non-neoplastic lesions, no evidence of tumor progression, and/or historical control information (when available). Tumors seen in individual rat and mouse studies were also not reproduced in other studies, including those conducted in the same animal species and strain at similar or higher doses.”
Genotoxicity data & publications

Complete genotoxicity data package following current OECD Test Guidelines
⇒ all results unequivocal for non-mutagenic, non-clastogenic, and non-aneugenic
Weight of evidence across data package and public literature concludes non-genotoxic

- 13 new/previously unreviewed genotoxicity papers reviewed in current dRAR, Vol.3.B.6.4
  - RMS reviewed all in weight of evidence evaluation and determined
    - 1 reliable with restrictions
    - 9 supportive only
    - 3 unreliable

- OECD test guideline compliant studies conducted since RAC 40
  - Glyphosate
    - Bacterial Reverse mutation (Ames, OECD 471) - **negative**
    - Micronucleus assay (human lymphocytes, OECD 487) - **negative**
  - Aminomethylphosphonic acid (AMPA, main metabolite)
    - Bacterial Reverse mutation (Ames, OECD 471) - **negative**
    - HPRT forward mutation (OECD 476) - **negative**
    - Micronucleus assay (human lymphocytes, OECD 487) - **negative**
Considerations for RAC 2022 on glyphosate

No compelling new toxicology or epidemiology data to change the RAC 40 conclusions

Weight of evidence supports current human health hazard classification of glyphosate

Meta-analyses and Pooled analyses
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